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A PROPULSIVE,  EMOTIONAL,
POWERFUL LITERARY THRILLER
ABOUT THE INSIDIOUSNESS OF
DOMESTIC ABUSE,  AND HEROIC
ACTS WE’RE CAPABLE OF IN THE
NAME OF LOVE.

Ava and her two young sons, Max and Teddy, are driving
to their new home in Sheerwater, hopeful of making a
fresh start in a new town, although Ava can't help but
keep looking over her shoulder. They're almost at their
destination when they witness a shocking accident - a
light plane crashing in the field next to the road. Ava
stops to help, but when she gets back to the car, she
realises that somehow, among the smoke, fire and
confusion, her sons have gone missing ...
 
From a substantial new Australian writing talent,
Sheerwater is tense, emotional, unforgettable. Perfect
for readers of Mark Brandi's Wimmera, Emily Maguire’s
An Isolated Incident and Stephanie Bishop's The Other
Side of the World, this is a beautifully written, propulsive,
gut-wrenching and unputdownable novel - an aching,
powerful story of the heroic acts we are capable of in
the name of love.
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Sheerwater’'s first scene floated into my head on a road trip over a decade ago as I watched the
fields and sky from the passenger window.
  
In this scene, a woman’s driving with two children in the back seat. From the image of the
knuckles on the steering wheel I felt this character was keyed up, intent, maybe on the run, but
close enough to her destination to think she’s almost home free. And then all three of them see
something falling from the sky. It’s a light plane in trouble. They watch it crash.  And even
though it’s the last thing this woman wants to do she pulls over, tells her children to stay in the
car and goes to help. When she returns, her children have gone missing. No-one saw them go.
No-one knows where they are. 
 
It felt like the start of a good story. Exciting – and a bit scary. Even though I’m always looking for
great stories, something about this made me uneasy and I repeatedly put it to one side.  In
hindsight it’s easy to see why – it involved children in jeopardy and at the time I had two little
ones of my own.
 
But the scene never left me.  Eventually I felt compelled to write it down and then the next
scene and the next, as though I was unearthing it, pre-existent, and bringing it to light. The
woman became Ava and the two children became Max and Teddy. 
 
As the scenes flowed, I became more intrigued. Where were the boys? Had they run away, had
they been taken? As much as possible I let the story tell itself to me. The Great Ocean Road
setting and the brutality of the ‘shipwreck coast’ gave it a gothic feeling. Birds and water and
trucks and rites and other symbols showed up.
 
 

LEAH SWANN TALKS ABOUT SHEERWATER



 
                                              
 
Intuition is not fact – but sometimes it’s all we’ve got to shield us from harm. It was her intuition
that set events in motion. She’s frantic. Has her estranged husband Lawrence somehow played
a role? Or is he suffering too?
 
The story explores the fearsome ambiguity at the core of some relationships – in this case a
marriage, where all that was trusted has become slippery – a vortex that’s also what the title,
Sheerwater, means to me.  This weird psychic dimension to human relationships is often illogical
to outside observers – we so often say things like “why doesn’t he just do this or that, it just
seems obvious.” It’s a very human trait to judge before we understand. But the individual is ‘at
sea’ – floating or swimming or struggling in this deep, complex and mysterious emotional realm. 
And when people get desperate it can lead to madness or violence or death. But this is also the
point where people can remake themselves, save themselves – and each other.
 
Sheerwater is for readers interested in human dynamics and the ways people try to inspire,
persuade, influence and manipulate each other in subtle, almost unsayable ways. It’s for anyone
who has been undermined by another to the point of losing their sense of identity. It’s also
about the incredible, even sacrificial, love between parents and children.
 
As I redrafted the book it became important to make every character feel real and truthful, and
to make the work feel seamless because I’ve always especially loved books where the pages
almost vanish and you’re so absorbed you forget you’re reading – that’s what I hoped to create
with Sheerwater.

 I was surprised by a character in the police station telling her
own harrowing story to Ava and later by a cheerful old couple
who arrived, unplanned and unannounced, with their sleeves
rolled ready to help.  Initially the story was from Ava’s
perspective but eventually I was writing from three other points
of view including young Max, a character who took me over with
his warmth and kindness and yearning to make everything
alright. I grew to love him.
 
Sheerwater is told over a short time-frame of three days so
readers hurtle through events alongside the characters, while
exploring the interior life of those caught up in the drama. When
her sons are lost, Ava herself falls into a space where everything
she knows is called into question. 
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'Sheerwater is that rare gift of a book that balances gorgeous, glittering language with
breathless pace. Leah Swann writes with devastating honesty ... This is an extraordinary novel
- I tore through it, captivated by the imagery and the setting, desperately hoping for a happy
ending.' Rebecca Starford, author of Bad Behavior 
 
''With visceral prose and a tense narrative arc that unfolds over just three days, speeding
towards a dramatic conclusion .... Sheerwater is a propulsive read with an acute emotional
core ... likely to hold appeal for readers of both literary and crime fiction, and fans of writers
such as Emily Maguire, Emma Viskic and Sofie Laguna.' Bookseller + Publisher
 
'Sheerwater is a haunting story built on conflict. Freedom and control, tenderness and
violence, hope and fear, love and hate. It shows the strength of a mother's love and the
yearning for something more ... This novel is full of beautifully gripping prose and deeply
powerful emotions told through sublime pacing. I found it triggered a peculiar mix of
wanting to dwell in the darkly emotive prose while needing to urgently push through it to find
resolution. It will be one of those books that lingers in your mind, the memory of which may
even be mistaken for a story read in the news.' Booktopia
 
'Sheerwater is compelling reading ... There is an urgency in the writing that makes you read on
because you must know what the conclusion is – no matter which way it goes ... This is an
extraordinary literary debut; the writing is beautifully evocative and the intertwining
narratives of the main characters seamless. It's tender, it's suspenseful and you'll be wanting
to see so much more from Leah Swann – I ignored everything for a day to rip through the
pages and loved every minute of it.' Better Reading
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REVIEW QUOTES
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Leah Swann is the author of the critically acclaimed short story collection Bearings, (Affirm
Press, 2011), which was praised by author Amanda Lohrey as 'masterly', and shortlisted  for
the Dobbie Award in 2012. She is also the author of the middle grade fantasy series Irina:The
Trilogy. Her short fiction and poetry has won awards and been published in numerous literary
journals, and she works as a journalist and speech-writer. Sheerwater is her debut novel. Leah
lives in Melbourne with her family.   

 
 
1. What makes the book suspenseful? 
2. Do you think Ava made the right decision to leave
Lawrence given the story's final outcome, and what do
you think she could have done differently?
3. What moment in the story stood out to you, when
you realized or felt something?
4 Max understands himself to be a hesitant or timid
boy, but he's forced by circumstances to become more
decisive. What motivates him?  
5. How did you see the role of Simon in the story?
6. Name two symbols you noticed in the text. How did
they enhance your reading experience?  
7. Would you describe Sheerwater as literary fiction,
crime, Australian Gothic (like Picnic at Hanging Rock),
tragedy or literary suspense? 
8 There's a lot of psychological tension between
characters in Sheerwater – did this 'psychic atmosphere'
feel authentic and does it shed light on human
relationships?
9. Real geography is mixed up with fictional towns and
spaces – did the novel have a strong sense of place, and
did you enjoy this approach?
10. How did you see the minor characters, like Mary and
Caleb?
11. What did you think of the ending? 
12. Do you think the novel suggests there's an afterlife?

AUTHOR BIO
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